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Writing A

REMARKABLE
BOOK PROPOSAL
ARE YOU EAGER TO PURSUE A

CAREER IN WRITING?
This template will honor your creativity
and desire as you work toward that dream.

The Wayne Hastings Company

YOU SHOULD USE THIS TEMPLATE WHETHER YOU WANT TO SEEK OPPORTUNITIES IN TRADITIONAL PUBLISHING, OR
YOU ARE PLANNING ON SELF-PUBLISHING YOUR WORK. WHY? THIS FORM WILL HELP YOU:
4 Understand how to quickly and easily describe your product and begin engaging the reader (whether an acquisitions
editor in a publishing company, or an online consumer) to want to buy your resource.
4 Pay attention to readers and their needs. Reader engagement leads to demand, which leads to sales.
Sales not only measure how much money you are making—they reveal your product’s impact and
help you gather an audience for future creative efforts.
4 Know the marketplace. Today’s readers have so many choices, and with more than 350,000 books
published each year, clarity about the competition is vital. So is being able to concisely describe
the uniquenesses of your content.
“A PROFESSIONAL WRITER IS AN
AMATEUR WHO DIDN’T QUIT.”
-RICHARD BACH

“TO WRITE WELL, EXPRESS YOURSELF LIKE COMMON PEOPLE, BUT THINK LIKE A WISE MAN.” -ARISTOTLE
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INTRODUCTION
Why You? Why Now?
It’s an exciting time in the world of publishing. Never before have so many
options been available to today’s writers. Never before have you been able 
to create and express your story in so many ways and to so many different
readers (and listeners to podcasts, webinars and other online avenues).
You can sell your book by writing an effective proposal. Being able to 
gather your thoughts in one place will help you whether you decide to try
traditional publishing, print-on-demand self publishing or other options.

YOU CAN SELL YOUR BOOK BY
WRITING AN EFFECTIVE BOOK
PROPOSAL. 90% OF NON-FICTION
BOOKS ARE SOLD BY USING A
WELL-WRITTEN, DYNAMIC AND
MARKET SAVVY PROPOSAL.

Bottom line: The world is wide open and this one piece of your collected
thoughts will get you going in the right direction, keep you moving in the right
direction, and ultimately give you what you need to sell and market y
 our title.

HERE’S A FACT THAT I HAVE DISCOVERED OVER THE MANY YEARS
I’VE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE BOOK PUBLISHING BUSINESS:

The time and energy you spend on this template will serve you well. B
 esides
giving your writing greater focus, your work here will be used b
 y your agent,
editors, and the marketing team (in traditional publishing). I f you self-publish,
it will become the bedrock for your back cover and marketing copy, and for
your positioning, packaging, and publicity efforts. It will also be a helpful tool
if you want to speak or teach on your chosen subject.
The following pages offer you all that you will need to create a book p
 roposal.
They will give you everything you need in a step-by-step overview taken from
personal experience both an author and a publisher.
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PUBLISHERS LITERALLY RECEIVE HUNDREDS OF PROPOSALS A WEEK. WHY SHOULD THEY READ YOUR’S?
4 They will read proposals that capture their attention
4 They will read proposals that offer the details they need to appreciate your vision and what you are trying to say
4 They will read proposals from writers who know their reader and capture market-driven and emotionally-driven felt needs

L E T ’S B E G I N . . .
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PRODUCT SUMMARY
The first part of the proposal needs to effectively, cleverly, and concisely summarize
your product. This summary should be broken down into several parts:

“IF THERE IS A BOOK YOU

Summary Statement
This is the place for you to create a one-sentence capsule of the product.
It is also called a “hook” or, in some circles, a “brandable chunk.”

REALLY WANT TO READ BUT
IT HASN’T BEEN WRITTEN YET,
THEN YOU MUST WRITE IT.”
-TONI MORRISON

WHAT THE SUMMARY STATEMENT IS NOT:
4 It does not start with “This book is a . . . “
4 It is not a multi-paragraph summary. Save that for later.
4 It is not your biography, or a slogan, tagline, or purpose statement.

WHAT THE SUMMARY STATEMENT IS:
4 It is what you would tell someone about your project if you had only five floors in an elevator to explain it.
4 It is a bold, declarative “headline” that quickly grabs attention and creates intrigue or curiosity.
4 It succinctly communicates the key features and benefits of your product.
4 It contains emotional appeal and highlights the heart of your product.
4 It is memorable and instantly repeatable, like a catchy song—creating vivid mental images or employing unusual word combinations that make it stand out.
4 It should easily resonate with the reader you want to engage and, if needed, establish your credibility as a voice on your particular topic.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF STRONG SUMMARY STATEMENTS:
4 “If you lead others or aspire to do so, this book is about you and
the pregnant potential of the people with whom you work.”
4 “A best-selling therapist presents a holistic, principle-centered
approach for solving personal and professional problems.”
4 “The first installment in an epic historical trilogy that interweaves
crimes, lies, and secrets past and present in a mesmerizing thriller
about the South.“
4 ”One woman’s honest and sometimes-humorous battle with body image
uncovers a secret for women everywhere: loving the girl in the mirror
isn’t about changing how you look but about changing how you see.”
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Felt Needs and Benefits
FELT NEEDS
In this section you will provide a list of felt-needs and consumer benefits for your product. 
The felt-need is the emotion or motivating force that compels people to invest their time and
money in your message. If consumers already feel a strong need for your product, it will be
easier for you or a traditional publisher to sell it. On the other hand, if you have to educate 
the publisher (and ultimately the reader) about the need, expect your marketing and 
positioning efforts to take more time, energy, and expense.
REMEMBER: If consumers are currently satisfied with alternatives that are
available in the market, it might also be a showstopper for your product.
So, do your work to discover the felt needs and benefits of your topic.

REMEMBER:
READER’S NEEDS AND VALUES HAVE
TIMELESS APPEAL. IT’S UP TO YOU
AS A WRITER TO NOT ONLY UNDERSTAND THE NEEDS AND WRITE TO
THEM, BUT ALSO DIFFERENTIATE
YOUR MESSAGE FROM OTHER BOOKS
WRITING TO THE SAME NEED. IT’S
YOUR CREATIVITY THAT WILL MAKE
YOUR PROJECT REMARKABLE.

FELT NEEDS INCLUDE:
4 Fear
4 Competition
4 Desire to be a leader
4 Guilt
4 Instant gratification
4 Desire for trust or to be trusted
4 Desire to belong or feel loved
4 Desire to be entertained
4 Desire to be trendy
4 Feeling overwhelmed
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BENEFITS
Benefits let the publisher, and eventually the reader, know what your product will do for them—“What’s in it for me?”
In other words, a benefit is , or how it will serve them.
It’s vital that you understand all the benefits of your product for the reader. Why? Because only then can you assure
yourself that you are not simply putting words on paper. Benefits lead you to enhance, encourage, entertain, and relate
to those with the same felt-need as your message.
People confuse features and benefits, but think of it this way: A pencil has lead and an eraser (features). The lead allows
you to capture your thoughts on a writing surface (benefit), and the eraser enables you to quickly and easily change
those thoughts (benefit). Simply put, benefits answer the “So what?” question. Pencils have erasers. So what? Erasers are
important so you can quickly and easily alter what you have just written.

HOW ARE BENEFITS DETERMINED?
4 WHO: Who will your product help? To whom are you writing? What are their specific felt-needs
(you may want to create several segments of potential readers if appropriate)?
4 WHAT: What will your product do for these readers? If you have multiple reader segments, they
may need different things. Put the “what” into their language—speak directly to them.
4 WHERE: If your product is a study or a textbook, is there any benefit to where readers will use it (such
as a reading group, a class, or for individual study)? Your product may also include additional, or
“ancillary,” online or electronic products that can be used in differing locations.
4 WHEN: Sometimes features, benefits, and felt-needs are tied to a timeframe. Books about specific events
or holidays have a timeframe, as do products that target specific days or contain daily readings.
4 WHY: This is your most important piece of research and thinking. Why does your message matter to readers?
Everyone has a story to tell—why is yours the one people should read? Why is your story more compelling than
someone else’s? Why will readers pick up and care about your book?
4 HOW: How will your product affect your readers’ lives? Is it through story? Is it through practical application?
How will your project change their behavior or thinking or performance, making them better?
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REMEMBER: A proposal that is clear in its felt-needs, features, and benefits will sell the
publisher on your project, or, if you are self publishing, it will synergize all your writing and
marketing efforts in one document.
Here’s an important tip: Make sure that your sample chapters clearly demonstrate the feltneeds, features, and benefits you have highlighted in the proposal. You have one chance to tell
your story, and your story includes felt needs and benefits that the publisher needs to read.

Author /Contributor Information
This section of the proposal allows you to introduce the author/contributors to the publisher or
consumer. Include a complete biographical sketch as well as any relevant, previously published
material or media appearances.
It’s important to show the author’s social media presence in this section. List all active social
media accounts, number of users, Blog, and any other pertinent information. This section
should also help the publisher (or your readers if you self-publish) that you are an expert
on true subject.

Affiliates
It’s important for the publisher to know what you have done and also what ways are potential
book buyers going to hear about your book. These affiliations show the publisher (and you if
you’re self-publishing and marketing the book yourself) who might be interested and who can
be contacted for sales or promoted to for maximum sales.
Start with a list in descending order of importance of these affiliates. The list consists of
organizations, media connections (radio shows, TV shows, etc.), websites of members
organized around your topic, experts in your field, and other speakers and authors, etc.

“IT TOOK ME FIFTEEN YEARS
TO DISCOVER I HAD NO TALENT
FOR WRITING, BUT I COULDN’T
GIVE IT UP, BECAUSE BY THAT
TIME, I WAS TOO FAMOUS.”
-ROBERT BENCHLEY
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THE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

WALMART PRINCIPLE: You will succeed when you make a commitment to help your
customers succeed first. This is true for Walmart and it is true for your book. What will
the reader’s experience be after interacting with your product? What is your vision of
how your product will be used to serve them and their needs? Or, to entertain them?

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF PRODUCT VISION: I ENVISION PARENTS SITTING
WITH THEIR CHILDREN, USING THIS BOOK TO TEACH POSITIVE VALUES
THAT WILL EMPOWER THOSE KIDS TO SUCCEED.

“WHEN YOU BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
WITH YOUR CLIENTS [READERS] BY
MEETING THEIR NEEDS (INSTEAD OF
YOUR OWN) AND BY BEING A VALUABLE RESOURCE FOR THEM, THEY ARE
MUCH MORE LIKELY TO GIVE YOU
THEIR BUSINESS AS WELL AS REFER
ADDITIONAL BUSINESS TO YOU.”

Target Customer

-ALEX READ

In this proposal section you will identify key demographics such as age, gender,
buying habits, as well as any psychographic details regarding what motivates the
customer to purchase. Also, are there any affinity groups that this product will
cater to? Example: Any parent with children from ages 3 to 12, or people who
listen to talk radio.
It’s critical that you are as specific as possible. Your work should be a “letter”
to this person. Picture them clearly. Describe them vividly. Find a picture (using
istockphoto or Google images) of the person or persons that you can post on your
desk or computer. Both you and the publisher need to know this person intimately
so that you can target your writing and they can target their marketing.
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Marketing Analysis
Every product needs marketing for its launch and ongoing promotion. Whether a publisher
supplements your efforts or you self-publish and do all the marketing yourself, knowing the
market will help you direct your message to the right person.

IT’S HELPFUL TO USE THIS SIMPLE CHECKLIST:
4
4
4
4

This project is price-driven because it needs to meet a competitive market pressure
This project is product-driven because the consumer will see the value of the content
This project is place-driven because it primarily serves a specific market channel
This project is people-driven because it identifies a specific customer

Competitive Analysis
Nearly every product has competition. Readers spend discretionary dollars on what they want
to read, and they can choose a competing product over yours. It’s your responsibility to research
published books (using Google or Amazon or another source) that are similar to yours and then
explain how your work is different.
It’s important not to be naive here. Publishers and retailers will do this research themselves
when considering your proposal. This section is your opportunity to tell your story and why
your book is better. Be thorough with your “homework” so you cover all the bases.
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YOU WILL WANT TO DETAIL THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION IN YOUR PROPOSAL:
4 Title
4 Author
4 Publisher
4 Number of pages
4 Retail price
4 Publication date if available
4 Brief summary of the product
4 Summary of what differentiates
your book from this one, ultimately
speaking to why your book is best
for the reader.

HERE’S AN IMPORTANT TIP: Many authors fall into the trap of thinking that, “There’s nothing out there like my book!” This is
living in a fantasy world. With over 150,000 books published in the U.S. alone each year, there’s bound to be one or two like your
book, within your genre, or targeted to your reader. It’s critical that you not let your ego win out against unemotional analysis.
Having a solid competitive section lets the publisher know that you know your category. It shows your professional and that
your book is unique and different and therefore needs to be published. This section gives you the opportunity to feature your
slant on the subject and how it differentiates from other, previously published, books.
I can nearly guarantee you that every publisher team will look at competitive numbers. BookScan is a system developed by the
Nielson company to track book sales in major retail outlets. Publishers have access to this information. USA Today runs a weekly
bestseller list and everyone has quick and easy access to that data. Editorial and sales teams will make assumptions about your
book as they analyze this data. How will your book beat either end of the trend line? It’s in this section that you can personally
tell the people who make decisions why you and your book will succeed. You need to take full advantage of it.
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THE BOOK
The Title

Your book title should be the trunk of the tree. All of the branches (table of contents)
should flow from your title. You need to spend a lot of time developing your title. Why?
4 Your title is the first engagement with a reader. It needs to communicate clearly
what the book is about in just a few seconds. It needs to tell and sell.
4 The content of the book needs to correspond to your title. In a sense you’ve made
a promise to the reader in the title, now your writing needs to live up to that promise.
You cannot confuse or disappoint your reader.

“I BELIEVE THAT IT IS MY JOB NOT
ONLY TO WRITE BOOKS BUT TO
HAVE THEM PUBLISHED. A BOOK
IS LIKE A CHILD. YOU HAVE TO
DEFEND THE LIFE OF A CHILD.”
-GEORGE KONRAD

4 Titles often need to be tested. Try out your title on people whom you trust to
tell you candidly what they think.
4 The title needs to align with the benefits, features and needs of your readers.
4 Titles often use wordplay to communicate and make them memorable. You can
use alliteration, rhyming schemes, puns and humor to pique your reader’s interest.
4 Titles also use words that sell. Think of your book as a product and as you do think
of words that sell various products or services. Could you use those kinds of words
in your title to communicate and sell?
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Table of Contents

An outline summary of each chapter will give the publisher an opportunity to understand the flow of your book. There isn’t
a need to detail every chapter, but it’s a good idea to provide the publisher with a “guided tour” of your content.
Here’s an important tip: If you merely summarize your chapters this part of the proposal will read like a short book or short
story. Many times the acquisitions person will reject it quickly because they may think your summary is all you have to say
and you don’t have a full book. This section needs to read like a captivating outline, not just a paragraph-oriented summary.

SOME WAYS TO MAKE IT INTERESTING:
4 Start each chapter with a punchy and short one sentence overview. Tell the editor your
goals of the chapter, what you want to convey to the reader or the structure of the chapter
• Try to let your chapter titles reflect your title or subtitle. They are branches of a large tree.
Look for an organizing opportunity and pull the reader along each branch, and never
forget the tree they sprout from
• Use as much imagery, metaphors or symbols to capture the essence of each chapter.
Make them memorable
If you are self-publishing, this is a good exercise to further develop your writing outline
and keep referring to as you write.

Sample Chapters

If you choose to try the traditional publishing route, you will need to submit sample chapters with your
proposal. My suggestion on nonfiction is to send the book introduction and two or three sample chapters.
If the work is fiction, you will need a complete book so the publisher can evaluate the entire story.

Delivery Date

Show how much is completed and when, after a contract is signed, you could have a completed manuscript
into the hands of a publisher. This will help them know what “season” they can place your book.
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SOME FINAL
THOUGHTS

I suspect that before you read this you might have thought writing a book
meant you just sat down in front of your favorite computer and typed away.
I hope that WRITING A REMARKABLE BOOK PROPOSAL has opened your eyes
to the myriad of opportunities that authors have as well as how to “settle” your
thoughts in one place to be used in various ways no matter which publishing
road you decide to travel.

“THERE IS NOTING
TO WRITING. ALL YOU DO
IS SIT DOWN AT A
TYPEWRITER AND BLEED.”
-ERNEST HEMINGWAY

You are about to step into a dance with your readers, your publisher and
the publishing process. As you take each step WRITING A REMARKABLE BOOK
PROPOSAL will act as your instruction manual and your source of information
and inspiration.
I wish you the very best with your writing career. Along the way never stop
learning, growing and exercising your gift of writing.
If I may assist you as you write your remarkable book proposal and eventually
your full story, or be your mentor as I have to other writers, just contact me at
waynehastings.com or info@waynehastings.com.
COMING SOON: A full course on writing, publishing and marketing
your remarkable book available to you. You can find out details
at www.WayneHastings.com.
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